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MICHAEL BOLL – LIGHTING DESIGNER
Cleveland Play House Production Electrician MICHAEL BOLL just started the job in August, but
has been designing all over Cleveland and in New York for years. He’s worked in local venues like
The Beck Center in Lakewood, Dobama Theatre now in a new Cleveland Heights location,
Karamu House in Cleveland, Cain Park in Cleveland Heights, Cleveland Public Theatre in
Cleveland, and the former Bang & the Clatter of Akron. Now at Cleveland Play House, he works a
lot with the Case Western Reserve University’s MFA program. Here’s some more about Boll’s life
and work.
 
KM: So you grew up in Cleveland?
MB: Yes I grew up in Cleveland and then I spent 15-16 years in New York to pursue a career in
lighting. Eventually, my wife and I wanted to move back to Cleveland because we wanted to focus
on family and make time for work rather than the other way around.
 
KM: So your wife is in the theater, too?
MB: She’s an actress, and she teaches acting at Oberlin and has taught at Kent.
 
KM: So are you strictly in-house at the Playhouse now or do you still have time to continue
lighting work throughout the community?
MB: Well, I’ve been back to NY for freelance since we moved back, but since I came here the
schedule has been pretty solid so recently I’ve don’t mostly work in-house.
 
KM: So theater life- you’ve always been involved in it?
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MB: I’ve always been in theater, my parents actually met when they were doing a show together in
community theater, so it’s always been a part of my family’s life as a hobby… when I graduated
from high school and had to choose what I had to do for the rest of my life, I couldn’t image doing
anything else.
 
KM: So you went to school for lighting?
MB: Actually I originally wanted to be a stage manager, but I was
smart enough to get out! I think it was because for me to be the best
SM I could be, I needed to understand all the different tech areas. I
was at Bowling Green State University, which is a very good
program. The teachers there are very supportive and there’s lots of
opportunity to just do it, hands-on training. It’s teaching theater in
the actual theater, not just reading books or listening to lectures.
There’s only so much you can get out of a book, it’s definitely a
visual art form.
 
Anyway, I worked in all areas of the theater and the more I did lighting, the more I realized that’s
what I should really be doing.
 
KM: What are some of the things that make a great lighting designer?
MB: Well, you need to understand how lighting design fits into overall production, its job is to
direct focus, not pull focus (you don’t want to put something on stage just because it looks good).
You need to control the audience focus at the right times and create lighting that does more than
illuminate, as it helps tell the story- the color or direction, angle, shapes and movement.
 
KM: When you’re working with lighting equipment, are there any kinds that you just don’t like
dealing with?
MB: I think actually the most important is having a lighting inventory that matches- the different
manufacturers of different instruments have differing color temperatures of their lamps, the
variations can cause the same color gels to look different if they’re in differently manufactured
equipment. I guess it’s more important than having the top-of-the-line- it needs to work and match.
 

KM: How do you start your lighting design process?
MB: I read the script first- without a pencil and paper anywhere near. I try not
to put ideas on first read to get a sense of the whole. The break downs
come on read #2- lighting design is probably the best design for
communicating the time of day, season, passing of time … after I have that
skeleton of the basics of what the written script needs, I look at it for major
themes- what’s happening between characters at any given moment. It’s
important for the lights to communicate the emotional intensity of the scene.
 

Finally, it’s crucial for a lighting design to have a thru line from the first word to the last line- the
lighting looks have to be connected and have to build on each other. You’re building a vocabulary
and if it’s a break, you add confusion to the performance. Lighting affects you subconsciously.

 
KM: What are some of your thoughts on lighting design in general? Do you have other things
to add? Are there fancy elements you like best? Different moods you like creating more?
MB: Lighting is unique from other design elements because your design depends completely on
the equipment that is in that theater- you have to use that venue’s lights, boards, etc.
 
Different people find different things beautiful- from growing up in Cleveland, my aesthetic of
beauty is rusty bridges and crumbling stone, related but contrasting textures. But true beauty
comes from the moment happening on stage – the set, the lights and the costumes can be
amazing, but if the actor is not communicating something real, the other elements don’t matter.



 
As for moods, I know people who like to use same gels and colors often, to be really familiar with
certain tones. I don’t do a lot of that, so everything is from scratch because every play is different-
even the same play by different companies are different- moonlight in one show is not the same
as moonlight in another. So I start over for every show.
 
KM: So what are you working on now and what’s coming up for you design-wise?
MB: We just opened Emma here at the Play House. I’ll soon be moving into Cloud 9, which is the
first production of the first year MFA class for Case.
 
Right now [Cloud 9] is in my favorite part of design process. The plot is done and the lights are
hung in theater. The first upcoming run thru still holds all possibilities… further in the process
sometimes you run out of equipment and you don’t have lights or dimmers, but right now all
possibilities are still out there and there are no design cuts yet! It’s a wonderful play, among the
type I really enjoy doing, where there are warped realities. It’s realistically based but has enough
other things going on where the lighting has a little more creative license than in a straight
naturalistic play.

 
KM: How has lighting changed since you first started in the design business?
MB: The technology is much better today than in years past. What has happened is that control
has been added. Now you have many control channels for lots of lights, and you can really sculpt
the action on stage, you don’t have to do full stage looks- you can do direction, vary intensity, etc.
 

The first show I designed was with an autotransformer board (you have a
row of levers, the lights went up and down). Light boards even over the last
2-3 years have taken control to a new level: with the simplicity of a GO
button, the board controls now let you fade up, delay, part cues; boards
coming into use now have discreet timing- you can put a separate fade time
on every cue in every channel, it’s true precision.

 
KM: Any hints you can give to new designers trying to start out in Cleveland?
MB: People in this area are lucky because the theater community is pretty large and welcoming,
with all kinds of theaters. If they’re just starting out, any theater is happy to take volunteers. You
learn by doing. [For basics], some of the local high schools also have good strong drama
programs and some of the facilities are better than the small professional theaters in town. Mags,
Ignatius, Hawken are examples. Regardless, there are lots of places to start out running a board
or whatever you’d want to get into. For design, just start by sending resume and getting in touch
with the theaters.
 
I also I think that any time you turn on a light, you learn something about the art form – the
experience, the more opportunities you have to design (no matter where) you are constantly
improving.
###
 
For more on the Cleveland Play House and its programs-
The Cleveland Play House, 8500 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, OH 44106
216-795-7000
http://www.clevelandplayhouse.com
 
 

If you have a performing arts related story that you think would be of interest to our readers, or if you
a director or designer who’d like to share your talents in a profile piece, contact Kate Miller at
KateMillerExaminer@yahoo.com.
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REMEMBER- keep up to date on local Cleveland performing arts related events, places and people
by SUBSCRIBING to this online column! Simply click on the SUBSCRIBE button at the top of the article
to be automatically updated each time a new article is posted.
 
Now go out and support your fellow Cleveland performing arts venues and people!

Kate Klotzbach
Cleveland Performing Arts Examiner
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